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A secret stream rainbow: PC: Leonard Flemming
Editor’s Letter
By Garth Nieuwenhuis
The start of a new season has always been a marker for me to look back on the previous
one and take stock of the fishing. Looking back on the past year from a CPS perspective it
has been a tough one for the club. For those that attended the recent AGM you would know
that memberships are down and that the CPS had a net financial loss for the year. This can
be attributed to a number of factors with decreased fishing due to the drought and tough
financial times probably being the chief components. Whilst one could argue that the
savings we have acquired over time as a club are for “a rainy day” scenario, which the
previous drought years largely were, we still need to make changes as a club to curb these
trends. It would be pertinent to remind members at this time that the committee is made
up of volunteers and that it is through their endeavours that the club continues to function.
Whilst the committee has seen the addition of new members I urge everyone to help out

where they can, be proactive at club events and functions and get your friends and family to
sign up as new members.
Lakenvlei
As has been stated previously, and at the AGM, fishing at Lakenvlei has been down over the
past season. This is due to a combination of factors, namely:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Reduced number of fish stocked. The club has stocked larger fish in order to combat
the bass present within the dam. This comes at a significant cost (R120/kg). There is
obviously a limit as to how much we can spend in a financial year on stocking, with
bigger fish being more expensive thus limiting the number of larger fish we can place
in the dam.
Supply of fish has been difficult to come by over the last three years due to the
drought. We obtain fish from commercial growers who have been badly affected by
the recent drought.
The type of fish we have been able to obtain has changed. In years past we were
able to acquire triploid fish (non-reproducing), which have a significantly longer life
span than their diploid counterparts. With the lack of supply we have been forced to
acquire the latter which in turn has probably seen reduced fish numbers year on
year.
Browns have become somewhat mythical creatures to obtain as suppliers have had
to turn to rainbows for efficiency. Rainbows grow faster and are less finicky than
their brown counterparts.
So what does this mean for Lakies? The reality is that the club will have to expect
that fishing will be tougher over the ensuing years. We as a committee will continue
to explore all avenues to get us the best “bang for our buck” and will look in to
fundraising specifically for Lakenvlei going forward.
On a more positive note, whilst the fish numbers have decreased, those that are
there are in fine form, being fin perfect and in superb condition.
The hut has also been fitted with solar lighting and has been re-varnished.
Lastly, please remember that Lakies is strictly a catch a release venue for trout. Even
if you hook a trout badly and cannot revive it, that fish must go back into the system.
If you are caught taking fish out of Lakies, both a fine and a ban will apply. All bass
caught are to be killed.

Trout Suspended in gin clear water. PC Leonard Flemming
The Pollution Issue
This has been an ongoing problem on the Smalblaar/Molenaars for a number of years. As
was stated in previous newsletters, the committee took a decision to start a thorough
independent water testing regime over the course of a year to monitor the situation.
To our surprise, the results concluded that the water quality largely complies with
government standards for fish farms and that whilst the water may look off-colour it is still
of a good quality. The results themselves were also sent on to an environmental lawyer and
unfortunately at this stage there is not enough to challenge the role players involved. These
test where conducted at numerous points throughout the year at specific hotspots on the
river. Dr Liz Day, who has close ties to UCT, specialises in river systems and water quality.
She was also kind enough to provide her services free of charge to the club, which we are
extremely grateful for. We only had to pay for the laboratory work.
So where does this leave us? The club has spent a significant amount of money on intensive
water testing to try and ascertain the effect on the river. This cost, around R25 000, is not
sustainable going forward. Testing will continue, but in a reduced capacity targeting specific
times of the year when the pollution is known to be at its worst. Dr Day’s findings were
obviously not the results we anticipated, but we can at least take solace in the fact that the
river is not currently turning into the Vaal.
So, on a final point, the committee and club will need the help of all the members going
forward. Please don’t be passive about pollution or other issues. Carry a plastic bag with you
when out on the streams and gather rubbish on your way back out. Send an article or
pictures in to be published in the newsletter. Get active on the Facebook group. Encourage
your mates to join and support events put on by the club. It is through these small gestures

that the club will continue to grow and prosper. Once again if you would like to publish
something in the newsletter or send us some pics please send them to
thecapepiscatorialsociety@gmail.com

A stream, somewhere in the Western Cape. PC Leonard Flemming

Chairman’s Report
By Herman Potgieter
So we once again find ourselves at the start of the fishing new year with the advent of the
first of the season. The rains have been far more favourable this year with the rivers
receiving a big flush that will hopefully translate into some superb fishing.

Matroosberg 4X4 Trail this past winter
The Committee
Two months ago we managed to coerce the delightful Raath couple, Ronelle and Jan Philip,
into joining the committee. More recently we were joined by Campbell Lyon, James Leach
and Myburgh van Zyl, further strengthening the team. Thanks to all of you and welcome on
board!
We are pleased to announce that Leonard Flemming has accepted the position of Vice Chair
of the CPS. This position will be ratified in accordance with the Constitution in August at the
AGM. Leonard adds huge value to the CPS and we are grateful for his ongoing commitment
and time.
Lakenvlei - Yes a lot has been happening up at Lakenvlei that we must report on. Some
good, some bad. Thanks to Louis, Randolph and Tim Pope Ellis for spending valuable fishing
time attending to the mundane, frustrating and yes, bloody infuriating issues, on behalf of
us all!
Unfortunately, over the weekend 15 to 17 June 2018 one of our members, Nico Claase, who
was staying in the hut at the time, was subjected to the ugly face of crime. His cooler box
with food was stolen off the stoep and they attempted to break into his car causing damage

to the lock and window. A trailer belonging to W.P Fly Fishing was also parked outside over
the same weekend and the delinquents broke the lock thereof and stole rather expensive
fishing gear. The following Wednesday Jesse Breus experienced a similar fate finding his car
window broken upon returning from fishing. The Committee has been in close contact with
the Investigating Officer Detective Sergeant Hamman from SAP Ceres who has been very
proactive in the surrounding farm areas, issuing warnings within the local communities. The
police have also committed to doing regular patrols within the area to promote visible
policing. Although it seems to have quietened down now, we urge all members staying in
the hut to rather lock their belongings within the hut / car when on the water. Please be
vigilant and don’t advertise or leave out invitations for a free shopping spree.
On the bright side, we have installed a solar lighting system within the hut to enhance your
stay. The hut now sports a deep cycle battery powered by solar panel. Please do not tamper
with the battery or charge controller in the smaller bedroom. Light up in the evenings for
some fly tying, reading and cooking and switch off when the cushion calls. Lights off during
the day so the battery can recharge. Upon departure please make sure lights are off.
Louis and team also installed a motion detector LED Solar Spot Light with a day/night
switch. The motion detector is aimed to pick up movement coming down the road and will
light up the back door area. Let’s hope this facilitates wrong doers fleeing from the hut.
We must request that members leave the braai area free of cigarette butts and braai ash.
Louis suggest collecting the butts and cold ash in a shopping bag for transport. The rule is
strictly take away what you bring and leave the hut clean and neat for the next visitors. It’s
always nice to arrive to a clean braai without ashes and cigarette butts. Guys please set a
good example and report on the few who don’t get it.

Lakkies gold. Stuart Purnell, with a beautiful brown PC Stuart Purnell
CPS River Festival 2018 We have had 5 late cancelations for this years River Fest Hosted at
Du Kloof Lodge from the 26th to the 27th October 2018. This one promises to be a cracker
of an event so get hold of Louis to secure one of these last minute slots, they will go fast!

SAFFA Youth Nationals 2018
Hosted by Boland Fly Fishing from the 3rd to the 7th October 2018, our waters will be
visited not only by local youth teams from Boland, WP, Gauteng North, Limpopo,
Mpumalanga, KZN and the Eastern Cape, but also a visiting team from the Czech Republic
managed by our old friend Jiri Pejchar. Let’s see if we can twist his arm to do a nymphing
evening at the clubhouse during their stay in South Africa.

Fishing reports from around the country….
KZN Midlands
By Andrew Fowler
During August and September the NFFC has been busy on many projects. Perhaps most
significant, was the launch of the new community fly-fishing project on the Bushmans held
on the week-end before the season opened. The launch was a great success. We enjoyed
good live music, picked up litter, put up signs, and rubbed shoulders with new friends on the
Bushmans, to herald a new chapter in which anyone can now buy a day ticket and go fish
that superb stretch of river. For details on how to do that, go and take a look at the “Day
Tickets” tab on the NFFC website (www.nffc.co.za) .
Parallel to that, the club is busy emptying and drying a top trout dam in the Dargle that
became infested with Bass. Then we had a contractor in for 2 weeks clearing wattle on the
Mooi, and another clearing elsewhere.
So it has been busy, and we feel like we have been spending money hand over foot (about a
hundred and fifty grand in a few weeks….it’s gotta be a record!). As a consequence, I for
one, feel like I have neglected the important job of fishing.
Drooling over the catch returns of those who have, I see that the rivers have gotten off to a
very good start. As predicted, there are a lot more smaller fish around than the postdrought conditions we had in 2017. So us KZN guys are in all likelihood going to be envying
your bigger stream fish this season in your Cape post-drought conditions. Your turn!
We of course still await our summer rains, so our Copper Johns, Troglodytes and 3mm
beads are on ice for now, and we are creeping around in camo, swearing about the nervous
trout we just spooked. But the rivers are not nearly as low as in previous seasons, with the
water table having come through our dry winter in better shape than we could have hoped
for. It is however the season in which we await those first rumblings of thunder and
drumming of big raindrops, because that injection of lower pH water really does seem to
wake the trout up.
The NFFC still waters are producing a lot of smaller fish, with a sprinkling of fish between 3
and 5 pounds. Here’s hoping that some fresh rainwater will wake the bigger guys up, but
looking at the positive side of things, there is no shortage of fish, and they are fat and
growing. When those rains come, I for one will be inching peeping caddis and damsels just
off the reeds on the still waters and drifting tiny Troglodytes beneath a black DDD on a
driftless dropper rig on the streams.

Underberg Himeville Trout Fishing Club
By Bruce Taylor
So it seems as though our weather patterns are beginning to re align themselves. August
saw some spectacular berg winds which brought the fronts up from the cape and brought
some much needed moisture which has set the Umzimkulu up for a great start to the spring.
Rivers were officially opened on the 1st of September and we are expecting a really great
season after great rains in the autumn, setting the fish up for the spawn. The dams were
consistent as they always are thanks to our stocking programme with the first of the new
stockies starting to take a fly. Finelands 1 and Lake Ringstead are both producing some great
fish in excess of 3kgs.
Look forward to seeing you on the water
Tight lines and don’t forget to 'keep em wet'

Trout in bubbles. PC Leonard Flemming

Competitive Corner
“Stockie bashing” – Is there more to it than meets the eye?
By Maddy Rich
Having just arrived back from Commonwealth Fly Fishing Championships in Ireland, I find
myself contemplating the various tactics and techniques we used and what better way to
gather my thoughts than to write it all down.
When describing Ireland’s fishing, most would be aware of their abundant rivers
meandering through vast potato fields, stacked to the brim with resident brown trout and
seasonal visitors, the sea trout and salmon. Their wild peaty loughs span thousands of
hectares and one can spend hours with the 50hp outboard on full taps, trying to get from
one side to the other. What some may not be aware of are the smaller stocked fisheries.
Some may scoff at the notion although these make fly fishing more approachable to the
beginner and can test the mettle of even the most seasoned veteran. The fact that these
stocky ponds get hundreds of punters a week, throwing every combination of feather and
fur they possess, combined with the fact that they are catch and release fisheries, affords
these fish a Harvard level education, and most of them have earned their Masters. If you
think you are going to stroll up to the bank and throw your papa-roach or wooly-bugger and
get stuck in, it may be you on the receiving end of the lesson.
Woodford fishery was selected as one of the sectors for the competition. It was to be fished
from the bank and could be described as a small puddle with a deep side and a shallow side,
stretching less than 150m at any point of its circumference. It has a resident contingent of
large rainbows but had some fresh brown trout stocked a week before the competition. This
fishery is infamous and is used as a venue for many of the annual regional competitions,
including the selection competition for the Irish National team. Straid fishery, another one
of the sectors, was about triple the size but only 2m deep at most. This fishery was to be
fished lough-style but had around 2000 fished stocked for the event. Our team thought it
best to brush up, as this type of fishing is unavailable in the Cape, but a little less so for our
JHB counterparts. We were advised to visit Birchwood fishery a mere 20minutes from our
house in Strabane.
Unbeknownst to us, the day that we arrived it was officially closed, although unofficially
opened for the New Zealand team by their local guide. None the less, with much excitement
we hastily rigged up, ran down to the top dam and promptly began to froth up the water.
While the tempo was good and we were getting regular fish, we couldn’t help but notice the
New Zealand team having a lot more fun on the bottom “trophy” dam. Now with a name

like that, together with the stories we heard in the car park of 10-20lb fish, you can imagine
it gets the majority of the pressure. One by one, so as not to irritate the ‘black caps’, we
sidled down and took up pegs in between them. It wasn’t long before we realised we were
missing a trick and needed to find it fast if we were going to have any chance against them
on Woodford and Straid. Thankfully, after a full day on Birchwood and an additional 2 days
official practise on Woodford and Straid itself, we were confident we could hold our own
against any of the other teams come competition day, and we did.
5 key lessons learned:
1) Don’t do what everyone else does. If the fish have seen it and fallen for it before,
they aren’t in a hurry to do it again.
2) Change. Once the fish in the area have seen your flies and the way that you have
presented them, keep them guessing by changing the flies or technique and rotate
between them on each peg.
3) Educated fish don’t like you so stay low. Also, sending the longest line you can into
the horizon is counterproductive – lines landing on the water, spashing or other
noise moves fish away from the area.
4) When fishing gets quiet, stop pulling. Often fishing static is the answer.
5) Keep your flies in the zone. This is not new advice but still as crucial.
A recap of some of the techniques we used:
Blob – double or single nymph.
A common technique is to have a blob on top dropper and then one or two smaller nymphs
or buzzers behind it, all spaced 4 - 6ft apart. The blob draws the fish in to inspect and if too
educated to eat the blob itself, will battle to pass up a trailing nymph or two. This team is
usually figure-eighted or stripped slowly, but various combinations will work on their day.
Washing line
Another common set up whereby a booby or FAB (foam-arsed blob) is used on the point of
a floating or midge tip line (even sinking lines in certain instances) and then a team of
nymphs or buzzers are positioned on the top two droppers. This keeps the flies higher in the
column and allows you to fish as slow as you like without the flies leaving the zone.
3 baby boobies
Boobies act completely different to normal weighted flies in that they rise in the column
when you stop retrieving. A figure of eight, short strips or long pulls bring them back down
to the level of the sinking lines used and the longer the pause, the higher they rise back up.
We found the hang (pausing at the last 2-3 metres of the retrieve and allowing the flies to
float back or be dibbled/wiggled up to the surface), crucial in converting fish that could be
following but were not committing. We fished two flavours, namely flat black with black
eyes and another with chartreuse eyes, both in a size 14 Dohiku Nymph hook.

The bung
Fips Mouche rules do not allow an angler to fish a float, so anglers got around this rule with
the use of the bung. The bung can be any floating fly, as long as it has a hook in it and is
attached as one would with a normal top dropper. Dry flies and boobies can be used for this
purpose but both have drawbacks in terms of visibility and load carrying capacity. There are
limitless variations of the bung but my favourite is shown below - a Yellow foam body with
red Macfly foam post. Below the bung, a variety of combinations can be used – our best
being (from middle dropper to point, spaced 55cm apart) chartreuse egg and buzzer;
chartreuse squirmy and buzzer and even an egg and squirmy together.
We did notice that the fish would generally nibble at the flies for a while before committing
and best results came when we gave the fish enough time to turn down, pulling the bung
under completely. Alison O’brien from the SA ladies team did exceptionally well in her
Woodford session drawing the team back slowly creating a slight wake, but the majority did
best when fishing completely static.

Dan Factor and the author with some fish from Birchwood fishery in Ireland. PC Facebook,
because Maddy is too lazy to submit photos with his great articles, despite being asked
multiple times by the editor
Dry Fly
Dry flies on stillwaters are highly underutilised in South Africa in my opinion. It may have to
do with our fish generally sitting a lot lower in the column the majority of the time, but this
technique is deadly when conditions are right. We fished two styles – the first being a

double or even triple dry fly rig on 5x for Birchwood and Straid. Fishing three dries can cause
all sorts of complications, the most important one to be aware of is drag. Casting directly
downwind immediately takes any slack out of your leader and drag is imminent. The waves
also hit each fly at different times pulling and pushing them against each other. A solution is
casting across the wave or parallel with the boat, putting all three flies on the same current.
An added benefit is that fish swim upwind and casting three flies across the wind, covers
three different lanes.
We found polyleaders very useful in this instance as they turn the flies over when casting
across and are limper than conventional leaders, again assisting in avoiding drag.
The second style, a single smaller dry fly on a 3-4wt rod with 18ft leader and 6.5x for
Woodford. A single dry would be better for pickier fish and when casting across wind is not
an option. Casting is obviously much more challenging on the softer rod but you’d be
surprised how well they subdue large fish and thank me when you manage to not snap
them off on the take.
Single nymph.
A bit of a speciality technique for Woodford, the single nymph was fished on the same
single dry rig mentioned above. This did not feature much in the competition but David
Karpul and I had a lot of fun with it in practise. Simply, this rig would be used to target
cruising fish and figure-eighting a lightly weighted size 18 nymph past their nose proved too
much to resist.
Spacing of flies
As most anglers that were pulling lures would fish teams of three spaced 4-6ft apart, we
used two flies spaced 10 to 12 foot apart for the later sessions. Three flies following each
other closely looks completely unnatural, so either fishing the flies further apart or even
fishing one lure got us one or two fish that we normally wouldn’t have caught.
On the bank session at Woodford we are able to rig up to four rods and would rotate
around the lake, fishing from six of the 16 pegs, for 30-minutes a time. On each peg we
would throw a number of these techniques depending on what the competitor before us
fished and also how late it was in the session. The earlier in the session we would use the
more active techniques, slowly moving towards the slower and finer techniques as the day
wore on. We also targeted the resident rainbows once the newly stocked browns were
overfished.
Hopefully these techniques and tricks give you some more ideas when you are next on your
local waters and there are stockies around. Play with them, have fun and if you have any
feedback, I’d love to hear it.

Left: A photo of Dan Factor
with a beast from
Birchwood fishery in Ireland.
PC Facebook, because
Maddy is as reliant as a Ford
crossed with a Land Rover
when it comes to submitting
photos that he promised
you.

Off The Bench
Lord of the Thread
By: Gordon van der Spuy

All photos courtesy of the author
This article generally revolves around a successful fly or something to that effect but in this
month’s newsletter I want to change things up a bit. One of the most valuable tricks in tying
that I’ve come to appreciate is understanding the concept of thread control. Surprisingly this
seems to be one of the most neglected aspects in tying today. Very few books cover it and
even fewer tutorials on Youtube mention it. Out of the 300-plus tyers I have taught over the
years, not a single tyer knew what thread control was.
To most thread control is all about thread tension but there’s actually more to it than just
that. Thread control has to do with controlling what the thread does while you’re working

with it. Thread twists up with every wrap you make, by unwinding it every few wraps you
ensure that your thread comes in flat. The result, you cover a wider surface area of the hook
shank with less thread due to the fact that it’s all spread out as opposed to being all twisted
up and thick. You do obviously have to work with flat unwaxed threads like uni trico 17/0 or
Griffiths sheer 14/0.
On larger flies this is not that important but when you’re tying tiny flies thread control
becomes very important. Without it you will battle to tie the fly effectively. Economy
becomes important in tying when you’re working smaller. Less becomes more!
I once presented a class in Natal. We’d just tied a para RAB. The class was fairly experienced
so managed without too much fuss. “Cool fly, but easy,” they said. They were staring at me
with that, “We can tie dumbass, can you actually teach us something?” look on their faces.
In desperation I did something I’d never tried before, let alone in front of an audience who
thought I couldn’t teach them anything. I announced that I’d tie that same para RAB we’d
just tied on a #26 hook, just as an exercise. “It can’t be done,” “No ways” came the replies.
“I’ll do it in under 8 minutes too,” I said. I’d never tied a para RAB that small before. Two
things could happen here. I’d either nail it or bomb hopelessly, and that in front of an
audience.
I ended up tying that fly in under five minutes. From there on in I had everyone’s attention.
The main difference I made was using finer thread, 17/0 uni trico, that I consciously allowed
to come in flat whilst tying with it. Then I did something crazy, I told the class they could do
it too, which they all did after I gave them a quick tutorial on thread selection and thread
control.
Ok, so what is the point of understanding thread control? Well, simply put, a good
understanding of thread control gives one options. It allows you to tie tiny flies with minimal
fuss. In the Cape, fishing small is important. Maybe not early season when the para rabs
hatch in their thousands, but when the early season madness subsides smaller flies come
into their own. Try it if you don’t believe me. Spend an entire season fishing smaller flies and
see what happens. I can guarantee you your catch rate will climb considerably.
Understanding thread control will open up new world for you. Try it!

Above: Rotating the bobbin clockwise, in most cases, will counter the twisting created by
tying

Above: A nice flat thread, ready for splitting.
Expo 2018
The Fly Fishing and Fly Tying Expo was once again held at the Lourenford Estate in the
Western Cape. Despite the threat of rain the whole weekend, the weather held and a great
experience was had by all. From bamboo to GTs there was something for everyone. There is
a lot to be said about the expo, most of which has or will be published in upcoming
magazines, but the one thing that makes the whole thing tick is Gordon Van Der Spuy. The
man truly can’t get enough credit for what he does for the fly fishing and fly tying
community throughout South Africa every year. Gordon, from all of us at the CPS thanks for
everything you do for this community. Following are a few pictures that highlight the Expo
2018.
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